OPTION 2
STAIRCASE/TRAIL

A short staircase would be developed where people currently start the scramble down the slope, connecting to a new trail with a more gradual descent to the falls.

**STRENGTHS**
- Less structure and construction cost than a full staircase
- Maintains existing upper trail route
- Views to the falls during the descent
- Moderate maintenance requirements

**CHALLENGES**
- Staircase built on-site, requiring trail closures during construction
- Less direct access than a full staircase
- Moderate maintenance requirements

**ESTIMATED COST**
- $115,000 (Class D)

*Costs estimates are for construction only, not including detailed design, geotechnical work, or engineering constructions services. Costs are +/- 30% based on conceptual design and are for planning and budgeting purposes only. Updated cost estimating to be completed prior to implementation.*